Elementor youtube

Unfortunately, Elementor has no default widget to allow you to embed a YouTube playlist on
your website. All Elementor has is a Video widget, which only allows you to embed a single
YouTube video. What is JetBlog? JetBlog is an Elementor add-on developed by Crocoblock.
This add-on is designed to help you to create an online magazine or news website. JetBlog
add-on adds 6 new widgets to your Elementor, including Video Playlist which you can use to
embed a playlist from YouTube. Please note that you can only embed a YouTube playlist of your
own. Also, you need to set the playlist as a public playlist instead of private. Select a project
from the dropdown menu on Select a project. To do so, create a new page or post and edit it
with Elementor of course, you can also edit an existing page. Add the Video Playlist widget by
dragging it from the left panel to the canvas area. You can set the number of videos on the
playlist by changing the number on Number of videos see the screenshot above. By default,
thumbnails orientation is set to vertical. You can set it to horizontal. To do so, open the Settings
option under the Content tab. Set the orientation of the thumbnails on the Thumbnails
Orientation section. From here, you can also set the playlist height. There are several other
settings you can set, including the thumbnails position, thumbnail list width, heading text,
heading icon, counter suffix, and so on. Just play around and try each setting. Once done with
the basic settings, you can customize the look of your playlist. To do so, go to the Style tab on
the left panel. There is one thing you need to note before start customizing your playlist. By
default, texts and background are set to white. So, if you click the preview button without
making any setting on the Style tab, your playlist will look like the following. You can start
customizing your playlist by setting the background of the canvas, thumbnails, and heading.
You can then set the typography of the heading title. To do so, you can g to Heading Title
section. Click the pencil icon to open the typography controller and click the color selector to
set the text color of the heading title. To customize the thumbnails, you can open the Thumbnail
Styles option. From here, you can set things like the gab between thumbnails, the typography of
the title of each video on the playlist â€” as well as the color â€” and so on. To set the
typography of the title of each video on the playlist, you can click the pencil icon on the Title
section. To change the color of the text of the video titles, you can click the color selector on
the Title Color section. You can set the color of the title on the normal condition, hover and
active. There several other settings you can set, you can play around until you get satisfied with
the results. JetBlog is a great add-on if you need to embed a YouTube playlist on your
Elementor-based website. This add-on comes with a Video Playlist widget which you can use to
embed a YouTube playlist. In addition to embedding a YouTube playlist, you can also create a
new playlist by setting the source to Custom Video List. If you are the sort of person who hates
the subscription-based business model, you can get JetBlog by using the Monstroid2
WordPress theme. This theme is bundled with JetBlog and other Elementor add-ons developed
by Crocoblock. You can get this theme with a one-time purchase option. Your email address will
not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I
comment. Home Main What is a page builder? By: Editorial Staff. Updated: March 18, With your
new project selected, click Library on the left panel. Copy the API key. Customizing the playlist
Once done with the basic settings, you can customize the look of your playlist. To set the gab
between thumbnails, you can set the top and the bottom paddings. The bottom line JetBlog is a
great add-on if you need to embed a YouTube playlist on your Elementor-based website. This
page may contain affiliate links, which help support WP Pagebuilders. Related posts. Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. This site is not affiliated with any
page builder developer or Automattic Inc. Useful links. Pin It on Pinterest. Share This Share this
post with your friends! Download JetPlugins. A universal widget for YouTube, which helps
display all kinds of videos on the website. Select channels and individual video clips to design
your unique playlist and show it straight on the page using the most suitable layout video
gallery, portfolio, channel, single video. Our widget is ultimately compatible with all gadgets and
systems, it has around setting parameters, flexible layout, and a bunch of other traits, which
help to show it on any website. Design a individual video gallery for increased attention of your
clients. Increase interaction with the audience of your site via YouTube videos. Astonish your
site readers with fascinating videos from YouTube and hold them interested stronger than ever.
Deliver maximum info about your products with YouTube content. Use ads, reviews, analytical
videos, tutorials, and other video types to provide to the audience with comprehensive info
about your products and convince them to create a purchase. Top fans for your YouTube
profile. Turn website audience into your fans on YouTube. Add a quick and uncomplicated
method to view videos and follow your channel right from the page. These characteristics of our
widget turn it into the best tool to add YouTube videos on a Elementor site. A brief instruction
by our team on adding the widget to your site without knowledge in programming. Average
installation time is less 80 seconds. If while setting up or changing parameters of YouTube

Gallery you came up with issues, send a request to our help center. We are here to answers
your questions. Description Features How to install Demo Pricing. Description A universal
widget for YouTube, which helps display all kinds of videos on the website. Increase the
engagement of your readers via video content. Features These characteristics of our widget
turn it into the best tool to add YouTube videos on a Elementor site. Create source groups;
Editable channel description; Set any number of columns and rows; 3 play modes: Inline, in
popup, and redirect to YouTube; Optional free mode to scroll videos one by one; 24 paintable
popup elements; Privacy enhanced mode. Try more features in the live widget panel. A powerful
demo for instant generation of the widget for your website. Pricing day money back guarantee.
Risk-free, you can cancel at anytime. Elfsight Apps. Unlimited websites. Add to website. More
Widgets. It shows the video in the Elementor page however when I go to my site it has a blank
space where the video should show up. Can you please help me troubleshoot what could be
wrong? The page I need help with: [ log in to see the link]. Is there any way to have a look at
your site to help you resolve the issue? Hi deannachittum ,. There are actually 2 other video
links that are youtube videos that are not showing. The Vimeo video works just fine. I had
embedded 5 YouTube videos on WordPress website using Elementor this summer, also using
the Solar theme for video display that I bought on Envato. The videos where showing up fine on
the website Front Page for several months; then suddenly they disappeared. We updated to
PHP version 7, but that did not solve the problem. HostGator offered that Elementor may be
where the problem lies. Thanks for any help or solutions you can offer. HI I am using Schema
lite theme with elementor plugin and I am facing the same problem that youtube video
embedding in elementor editor but not displayed in webpage after updated. Whatever theme i
am using , same problem as this thread saying,Youtube Video not showing up with Elementor.
Skip to content WordPress. Skip to content. Resolved theyuppiehipster theyuppiehipster 2
years, 9 months ago. Viewing 15 replies - 1 through 15 of 19 total. Hi there, Thank you for
getting in touch with us. Kind regards. I am experiencing the same problem. Were you able to fix
this? Could you clear browser cache and let me know if it works? Hello, italianpoet. Thank you
for contacting us. Hi hammar. In: Themes and Templates 19 replies 7 participants Last reply
from: amiekoko Last activity: 2 years, 1 month ago Status: resolved. Topic Tags Youtube. As a
domain owner, we want our e-commerce store to stand out, and to truly create a unique
experience for your customers, you need to. Another day of web development and you are
excited to implement your ideas to your webpage. But suddenly, the Elementor stuck on the
loading screen. Want to create a review carousel on your website? Want to style your button
different? Try this circle hover on elementor just follow the steps below. Do you want to create a
full width slider on elementor? Step 1: Add a section Step 2: Since only the widget will be used,
choose the one structure column. Step 3: From the Widget Panel,. To create image layers we
need multiple images, first add a section Then add a column where we will place our images. In
the. To add box shadow to every element in elementor go to style then border and you will see
there the box shadow property. To style the corners of an element go to the style tab of the
widget. As you. To create your menu on Divi, just go to the appearance and menus. Then click
the create a new menu. Add a name to your. A Gift to the Community by ScaleRocket. How to
Use the Elementor Reviews Widget? July 16, No Comments. Quick links. Templates Resources
Discounts Collections Services. Themes Examples Tutorials Blogs Plugins. Get Support.
Contact Us Submit Suggestions. Terms and Service Privacy Policy Sitemap. Elementor Free
Elementor Pro. Why go Elementor Pro? Be the first to know about our new FREE templates!
These days, all you really need is a plugin called Elementor , one of the most versatile and
accessible WordPress page builders on the market. By the end, you should have everything you
need to build a WordPress website that wows in no time flat! Elementor is a popular page
builder that pairs well with lightweight WordPress themes such as Astra. Visit the Elementor
website and get the free version of Elementor directly. A download button is prominently
displayed at the top of the home page. Once you enter your email, your browser will
automatically download the ZIP file. Method 2: WordPress Dashboard. The Elementor Page
Builder should pop right up as the first plugin option for you to install. One of the most
important features of any page builder is ease of use. You need to be able to jump in and make
your vision a reality without a lot of head-scratching and frenzied YouTube searches. Elementor
has a handful of top-level settings you can find directly in the plugin. This allows you to do
things like check which types of posts Elementor works with, set default font and spacing, and
adjust responsiveness settings. In general, Elementor is based on a drag-and-drop editor that
accommodates sections, columns, and widgets. The system is broken down as follows:. These
widgets are simple categories of content that allow you to customize your webpage. In the free
version of Elementor , you get access to basic elements. All told, you get nearly 30 basic
elements that give you everything you need to make a functional page. Simply drag an instance

of an element to the main page. However, I would argue that most of what can you do in Pro is
possible in the free version â€” it just takes longer. These Pro elements will help make your site
look slick and more professional, and are also designed to support eCommerce efforts,
including in-depth integration with WooCommerce. Lastly, Elementor does support third-party
widgets. You can find plenty of third-party Elementor add-ons that expand your available
widgets further, or even develop your own widget with dev resources from Elementor! Not sure
you want to add extra widgets? With that said, Elementor Pro does add several desirable
features to speed up your workflow and give you even more control over the appearance and
functionality of your website. Which one is right for you? You can always choose to start with
Personal and upgrade to Plus later on if you decide you like Elementor and want more licenses.
Once you get to this screen, you can choose to edit the page with the default WordPress editor.
After we click that icon with the three columns, we now see a brand-new section on the page
with three columns, each with a plus button. I dragged a Video element to the middle column,
which is preloaded with an Elementor video playlist by default. For every section or element you
place on the page, you have options to customize it further. Just look for the six dots. If we
select the heading, for example, we can change its content, style, or advanced features like
margins and padding, responsiveness, and so on. And with tons of templates to choose from,
you never have to start from scratch unless you want to. We highly recommend you look at
Astra Theme â€” it has tons of included Elementor templates called Starter Templates hat you
can use. Pro just offers more advanced functionality through premium widgets to help you right
out of the box with marketing, eCommerce, design, and integrations with other common tools
like MailChimp and Adobe TypeKit. Usually, when something gets easier to use, it has to drop
useful features. Why would you need dynamic content? The possibilities are endless. Ready to
build a customized header or footer with Elementor using the theme builder? If you saw a
header already that you liked the look of, you can import it to use as a starting point. This will
pop up a dialog box allowing you to choose the template type â€” header in this case â€” along
with the name of your template. Note: Elementor Free only includes section and page templates.
The Pro version includes several additional template categories, including global widget,
header, footer, single, and archive. You can go through the process to create your layout with
different widgets, and even specific images or other content. The process for creating a custom
WooCommerce product page is similar to any other page or section you can build. Sensing a
pattern here? Keep in mind that this WooCommerce template will have a number of dynamic
product widgets, including product title, product image, and product price. You can set the
details of the products with WooCommerce, and use Elementor to display up-to-date product
information on the front end. To get crazy control over your theme, we highly recommend going
with Astra Pro and Elementor. Astra gives you built-in header and footer options, mega menus,
and a lot more! Another huge benefit of Astra is its collection of starter templates that are ready
to import into Elementor, including both free and paid options. For example, if you were setting
up a website for a fitness trainer, you could use the Fitness Trainer starter site from Astra as a
solid foundation and customize it from there. Importing an Astra starter site is easy to do! You
just need the free or paid version of Astra Theme installed, plus the free Starter Templates
plugin. For more information, check out this detailed tutorial for importing Astra starter
templates. In addition to these templates, we have a plugin called Ultimate Addons for
Elementor that offers additional functionality not found in Elementor. This goes even further
than Elementor Pro in offering advanced widgets, such as the content toggle, modal popup,
content timeline, and table of contents. In terms of primary takeaways, I hope you can see why
Elementor is a fantastic page builder that takes a lot of the guesswork out of web design. It
strikes an ideal balance between ease of use and deep functionality, making it one of the most
accessible page builders available for WordPress. Astra is lightweight, fast, and incredibly
flexible, adding complementary features to Elementor so that you can create anything your
mind dreams up! Thanks for reading! Hopefully, this post has given you a great starting point
for success with Elementor. If you have any questions or comments, please share them with us
below! Get exclusive access to new tips, articles, guides, updates, and more. Our editorial team
at Astra is a group of experts led by the co-founder of Brainstorm Force, Sujay Pawar. We aim
to create well researched, highly detailed content related to WordPress, Web design, and guides
on how to grow your online business. Hi, newbie to WP question. I am using Astra and
Elementor. Is there somewhere you have to select that in the dashboard to have that become
visable? Thanks for any suggestions. Do check this Support Topic or this article from
Elementor. I hope that helps. Feel free to reach out to the Elementor team if you have any
specific concerns while using Elementor. Your email address will not be published. Astra 3. Our
Biggest Update Ever! Skip to content Back to Blog. By Editorial Team July 15, Interested in
building an amazing website? Table Of Contents. Join , Subscribers Get exclusive access to

new tips, articles, guides, updates, and more. Your First Name. Your Email Address. About the
Author. Sharing is Caring! Share on facebook. Share on twitter. Share on telegram. Share on
whatsapp. Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will not be published.
Recommended Articles. Astra is Free. We believe creating beautiful websites should not be
expensive. That's why Astra is free for everyone. Get started for free and extend with affordable
packages. Know More. Download is Just A Click Away! First Name. Your Email. Enter your email
address and be the first to learn about updates and new features. Introducing a WordPress
website builder, with no limits of design. A website builder that delivers high-end page designs
and advanced capabilities, never before seen on WordPress. Instant reaction was a key feature
we wanted to achieve. And we did. This makes the interface fun and easy to work with, as well
as reduces the time it takes to design. Never again work on the backend and guess what the
frontend will look like. It also works perfectly with or without Gutenberg. Blocks are
pre-designed section templates that can be easily combined into any page. Blocks include a
variety of categories: services, testimonials, call to action and more. Save and reuse Elementor
templates on different pages, or export them to a different website with a click. Elementor
Website Builder comes with an exclusive toolset, that lets you create a truly responsive website
in a whole new and visual way. From different font size, padding and margin per device, to
reverse column ordering, this is the most powerful mobile site builder for creating perfect
responsive websites. No other page builder or website builder can compare to Elementor. The
most professional WordPress Website Builder out there. Elementor Pro vastly improves your
design workflow and lets you design faster and better than ever. Get access to more
professional widgets, options and tools to really push your design to the next level. Elementor
is much more than a page builder! Endless coding, dealing with developers, switching themes.
There are many other features to help you build better websites:. Join the elite web
professionals who enjoy Elementor Pro! Elementor website builder is free and open source. It
was created and developed with the developer in mind, and we have already seen some truly
remarkable addons being developed. To help you get started and learn just how to integrate
with Elementor, we have created the Official Elementor Developer Resources and the Code
Reference. If you want to contribute, go to our Elementor GitHub Repository and see where you
can help. You can also add a new language via translate. For documentation and tutorials visit
our Knowledge Base. Think of it like this: a theme is like the frame of the picture, and Elementor
is the tool to paint the picture inside the frame. Sure can! Plugin widgets that appear in the
WordPress widgets menu will also appear inside Elementor automatically. Just drag and drop
them onto the page. Absolutely not! Elementor is a live frontend website builder, that lets you
reach a high end design with no need to write even a line of code or CSS. Elementor enables to
seamlessly build RTL pages as well as other translated pages in any language. You can read
more about translation and localization. Elementor supports WordPress 5. We recommend your
host supports PHP version 7. The following people have contributed to this plugin. Thank you
to the translators for their contributions. Translate into your language. View support forum. Skip
to content WordPress. Description Introducing a WordPress website builder, with no limits of
design. Much Faster. Live design. Truly Live. Responsive Live Editing Elementor Website
Builder comes with an exclusive toolset, that lets you create a truly responsive website in a
whole new and visual way. Add eye-catching headlines. Control the size, opacity and other
settings of images. Text Editor. Controlling every aspect of the button design. Image Box. A box
that includes image, headline and text. Customer testimonials that show social proof. Icon Box.
Works the same as the image box, only with icons. Social Icons. Image Gallery. Displays your
images in an aligned grid. Image Carousel. A rotating carousel or slider of chosen images. Icon
List. A bullet list with any chosen icon and text. Show stats and numbers in an escalating
manner. Progress Bar. Include an escalating progress bar. Vertical or horizontal tabs that
display different pieces of content. A collapsable display of content. Like Accordion, for FAQ
pages. Star Rating. Add some social proof with a styled star rating. A colored alert box to draw
the attention of the visitor. Insert code into the page. Easily insert shortcodes from any plugin
into the page. Menu Anchor. Link any menu to this anchor. Read More. Set the Read More
cut-off for the excerpt in archive pages. Add any sidebar into the page. Google Maps. Embed
maps into the page. Add audio bits from SoundCloud. A line that divides different elements in
the page. A space that divides the various elements. Create inner columns within the column.
Developer API. Documentation and Support For documentation and tutorials go to our
Documentation. For more information about features, FAQs and documentation, check out our
website at Elementor website Builder. Liked Elementor? Join our Facebook Group. Learn from
our tutorials on YouTube Channel. Visual Resize Control. Customize the various elements of the
page. Resizing images, changing column sizes and much more. Truly Live Edit. Changes on the
page are displayed in realtime. No need to press update or preview. Template Library. Save your

pages or sections as templates, so you can easily reuse them again, or choose one of our
beautiful pre-designed templates. Responsive Design. Revision History. Switch between earlier
versions of your page design, so your design process is backed up, every step of the way.
Shape Divider. Choose from a wide array of shape dividers and separate your sections in
endless ways, that until now were simply not possible. Installation Minimum Requirements
WordPress 5. Now you can drag and drop widgets from the left panel onto the content area, as
well as add new sections and columns that make up the page structure. It sure is! You can set
which post types will enable Elementor in the settings page. Can I use other plugin widgets
inside Elementor? Do I need to know how to code to use Elementor? Will Elementor work with
RTL or other languages? My site is working with WordPress 2. Really good. I just wish it didn't
take so long to load each page that I want to edit. I wish that when switching pages with Finder,
that it didn't have to reload the entire Elementor interface and toolkit. You'll search long and
hard to find a better builder! Thank you! Elementor is going downhill. Most changes they are
introducing now are quickly reducing the page load speed score - about 20 units had been lost
on the mobile speed score during updates introduced in the last two months. I have looked in
the Experimental options and am truly terrified. They are working hard to slow down our
websites even more. In a true Orwellian style they are drumming their efforts to optimise Asset
loading but forgot to mention that your loading time will increase by about one second or two if
you activate their "improvements". Like "if you dont use me, you will use nothing haha". Keep
your hands off of this crap. My Client now pays 3x more money, because of a simple
deactivating and repair of elementors crap, now it's changed to a complete reinstall and
redesign of the whole website. Many thanks to elementor crap retard editor. Interested in
development? Changelog 3. Faster response time when interacting with elements. Fix: Broken
responsive in Editor mode Fix: Animation happens twice above the fold 1. This makes
accessing the colors you choose for the site much easier New: Clear the entire page content in
one click New: Added image size control for Image widget New: Added social icon for Twitch.
Tweak: Added Switcher control for editor panel Tweak: Improved Integration with 3rd party
plugins and themes Fix: Hidden templates library items from nav menu Fix: Added color default
for Button and Icon when schemes color is disabled Fix: Added default size for the Heading
widget â€” Fix: Button border color hover control â€” only shown when border is set 0. Use
Mobile Width option instead 0. Meta Version: 3. Ratings See all. Log in to submit a review.
Support Issues resolved in last two months: out of View support forum. Elementor is an
incredibly popular page builder for WordPress. Here are some of the most popular Elementor
training websites that publish tutorials, news articles, and design inspiration:. Elementor Blog is
the official knowledge resource of Elementor that offers articles, news posts, tutorials,
interviews, inspiration, and videos. Consider it the Elementor user manual! The blog classifies
the Elementor learning resources into sections aimed towards newbies, web designers, and
web developers. Finally, the website has a high user engagement rate with readers regularly
posting comments and interacting with the authors. WPCrafter offers detailed video tutorials for
both beginner and advanced level users. Readers are highly engaged with this site and ask lots
of questions which in itself is an informative resource. Here are a few examples of questions
people ask:. Elementor Resources is a comprehensive knowledge library for beginners as well
as experienced users with the goal of helping readers improve their site design skills using
Elementor and build on their web design expertise. It boasts a subscriber list of more than 6,
readers who sign up to receive tutorials, templates, and examples delivered straight to their
inbox. This website offers 22 how-to guides and articles on Elementor with access to thousands
of Elementor examples and templates. Plus, they also have lots of screenshots in their
resources to visually guide you through the site building process. It also offers basic
information about the plugin like pricing plans and some of its most standout features. All the
tutorials, tools, and links to resources are organized in lists including:. It also lets you vote for
resources, learning material, and templates for Elementor through this board. This board is
linked to many knowledge repositories like icon resources, color resources, and CSS
resources. Plus, Elementor developers can expect to find many incredibly useful resources and
guides here. This channel regularly publishes engaging tutorials on how to create websites
using Elementor, including fixes. On average, two new videos are uploaded to this channel
every week. It also has a wide range of playlists to help you get started with Elementor
regardless of your level of expertise. Ferdy posts videos about all topics related to WordPress
and has a playlist called Elementer Pro Tutorials on his channel. This is a great resource for
people who want to learn about building and improving their WordPress websites with
Elementor Pro and watch tutorials about themes and plugins. This channel produces videos on
all sorts of WordPress topics and has a playlist called Elementor Pro Tutorials where viewers
can learn to make their own website using the pro version of Elementor. New videos are

published on this channel every Tuesday and Friday. This channel publishes video tutorials
about the Elementor page builder and plugins to help users get the most out of their WordPress
website. Dave Foy launched his YouTube channel to teach people with no coding skills how to
design responsive, custom built WordPress sites. You can learn about Elementor by watching
the Elementor Page Builder playlist. This channel is dedicated to all topics related to web
design and WordPress beginner tutorials. Themelsle publishes video tutorials on creating
responsive websites aimed at viewers with both beginner and expert level experience with
WordPress. It has a playlist dedicated to Elementor titled Elementor Page Builder For
WordPress that contains 9 videos at the time of this writing. We shared some of the most
valuable resources on the web related to building and designing WordPress sites with
Elementor. Do you use the Elementor page builder to create and design your WordPress
websites? Let us know by commenting below! We use cookies to ensure that we give you the
best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are
happy with it. A complete step-by-step guide to creating launching and growing a successful
LM
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S website. This is a placeholder for your sticky navigation bar. It should not be visible. Best
Elementor Training Websites Here are some of the most popular Elementor training websites
that publish tutorials, news articles, and design inspiration: 1: Elementor Blog Elementor Blog
is the official knowledge resource of Elementor that offers articles, news posts, tutorials,
interviews, inspiration, and videos. Here are a few examples of questions people ask: How to
set an Elementor page as my homepage? How to add script in Elementor? On average, new
videos are published on this channel twice a week. New videos are published twice a week, on
average. Dave publishes a new video once a month, on average. On average, new videos are
posted on this channel three times a week. New videos are uploaded to this channel twice a
week, on average. Here's a complete step-by-step guide to creating launching and growing a
successful course based LMS. Free Consultation. For fastest results call us now at

